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Abstract
The following is a technical report describing the mission of the ASU NASA Space Grant Robotics
Team in the 2011 MATE competition. This year the team succeeded in designing an ROV that
surpassed all their previous underwater explorers. The 2010-2011 year brought new challenges and
ideas taking them to a deeper depth in underwater robotics in effort to address the problems faced in
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. The ROV emphasizes simplicity with a modular design. The easy to
mount to frame structure and underwater wiring system makes switching and adapting manipulators
easy. A series of pan tilt cameras provides a large range of vision and can be controlled from the
surface to focus on specific tasks at hand. Custom electrical boards and programmed
microcontrollers make this ROV unique and powerful. In keeping with the sustainable mission of
ASU, recycled components from other projects were used as much as possible. This ROV was
design in reaction to the Gulf Oil Spill, a devastating accident. With so many uncertainties in
resolving this issue, the ASU team designed an ROV that could quickly adapt to any challenges that
appeared. The mission tasks include removing a damaged riser pipe, capping a wellhead, collecting
a water sample.
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1. Budget and Expenses
The expenses for the 2010-2011 competition year are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Budget/Expense Sheet
Date

Category

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10
11/09/10
11/09/10
11/09/10
11/09/10

Tools
Tools
Tools
Tools
Tools

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10

Tools

11/09/10
11/09/10

Tools
Tools

11/09/10

Parts

11/09/10

11/09/10
11/09/10

Parts
Donation:
ASU
Electrical
Sensors

1/12/11

Hardware

01/12/11

Hardware

01/15/11

Electrical

1/15/11

Misc
Donation:
NASA

11/09/10

3/11/11

Description
Weller WES51 Analog Soldering
Station, Power Unit, Soldering Pencil,
Stand and Sponge
PanaVise 324 Electronic Work Center
Anti-Static Hardware Kit
2' X 4' Anti-Static Mat
Xuron Tweezer Nose Plier
Plato Lead Cutter, 18 AWG
Weller 120v Bench Top Smoke
Absorber
Xcelite 6-Piece Precision Slotted and
Phillips Screwdriver Set
Irwin Vise-Grip 5-Inch Wire Stripper
and Cutter
Fluke 115 Compact True-RMS Digital
Multimeter
Folding Platform Truck, 330
lb,0.4575m x 0.7266mx0.7393m,
Blue/Gray
Power Supply - Analog Triple Output
DC 30V/3A
BNC to IC Hook Cable
Liquid Flux Pen - Water Soluble
Flexible Wire Jumpers Male-Male, 100
pcs
Color Light Sensor Evaluation Board
Existing Robot
NorCross HawkEye F33P Fish Finder
Compass Module
IMU Analog Combo Board Razor 6DOF Ultra-Thin IMU
Sabertooth 2X25
Ultra Small Color CCIQ II Micro
Video Camera
Travel to MATE

Amount
Balance
$94.99
$94.99

$78.74
$29.99
$76.31
$10.93
$13.50
$49.99

$173.73
$203.72
$280.03
$290.96
$304.46
$354.45

$22.08

$376.53

$5.40

$381.93

$133.89

$515.82

$39.57

$555.39

$129.95

$685.34

$9.90
$14.98
$10.94

$695.24
$710.22
$721.16

$19.95
$3,500.00

$741.11
$4,241.11

$49.99
$34.95
$89.95

$4,291.10
$4,326.05
$4,416.00

$127.99
$149.30

$4,543.99
$4,693.29

$270.00

$4,963.29

$2,000.00

$6,963.29
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2. Electrical Schematic
A high-level electrical schematic is given in Appendix A to provide an overview of the ROV
systems and a low-level wiring diagram is provided in Appendix B.

3. Block-Diagram of Software
The block-diagram of the software for the robot is given in Appendix C.

4. Design Rationale
4.1. Electrical System
The electrical system for this ROV consists of an integrated power, command, and data
handling unit. The system is designed to receive 48VDC from the surface which is then converted
to 12V using Vicor DC-DC converters. These repurposed DC-DC converters offered substantial
efficiency increases over linear regulators and are much smaller than the switching regulators used
in previous years. Another fundamental departure from previous years' design is the fact that this
system is designed to be powered strictly from the surface rather than battery power. This allows the
ROV to utilize a dedicated supply type to make integration easier. The supplied 48 VDC is fused to
provide over-current protection in case of component failure; which provides safety for the ROV’s
electronics and any persons who might encounter it during malfunction.
The 12VDC output of the Vicor modules is used to power components on board, such as
bilge pumps, and is also converted using linear regulators to 5V or 3.3V as required to supply
individual components of the ROV, such as servos, cameras, sensors and control hardware. These
voltages are used simultaneously inside the power control housing as well as in the external
compartments designed to protect the cameras and pan/tilt modules on which they are mounted.
Power and signal lines are routed through the bottom of the main control compartment housing
using Bulgin connectors. The combination of these connectors and their location on the bottom of
the enclosure greatly reduces the likelihood of leaks, which in turn, protects the enclosed electronics
from failures related to waterproofing issues.
The connectors will also provide connections for control signals to the various motors, and
allow for serial communication with a secondary microcontroller. The secondary microcontroller
will interface with the compass, temperature, and pressure sensors and will communicate with the
primary microcontroller via TTL serial interface. By keeping the sensors separate from the main
control system we greatly reduce the electromagnetic interference caused by the use of brushless
motors, which will ensure a higher degree of accuracy in our sensors and control systems. The
microcontrollers used will be the ATMEGA2560 and ATMEGA328. By using the common IDE
created by Arduino, ease of integration of these microcontrollers is achieved. The primary
microcontroller (ATMEGA2560) provides 4 USART’s for serial communication, 14 PWM pins, 16
analog inputs and a total of 54 digital I/O ports allowing substantial flexibility in design. This
device will control the Scorpion motors’ electronic speed controllers (ESCs) for operation of the
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brushless DC thrusters. It will also be used to control the bilge pump motors used to control the
various manipulators and will provide PWM control on 8 servos. The eight servos provide the
ability to pan and tilt 4 cameras mounted on the robot allowing for a wide field of view and,
therefore, better control of the ROV. The signal lines from the cameras will be routed to the main
control box but will not interface directly with the microcontroller because a passive video balun
will be utilized instead. The video balun will allow the video to be passed over long distances with
minimal signal degradation.
The secondary microcontroller will be waterproofed using RTV and mounted outside the
main control compartment. It will, however, have five wires connecting it to the main compartment
consisting of serial communication lines, power, ground and reset. The sensors will be mounted
externally and waterproofed in a similar fashion. Lights will also be incorporated into the ROV and
will be provided power from the main power and command compartment through the Bulgin
connectors. The sensors on the ROV contain a compass sensor, a temperature sensor, IMU, and a
pressure sensor. The compass sensor uses the I2C communication protocol to communicate with the
Arduino MEGA. The compass has half-degree heading resolution, a 1 to 20 Hz selectable update
rate, and one-degree repeatability. The temperature sensor has a linear response for 5 to 32 VDC
and one volt per degree Celsius. The IMU has 6-Degrees-of-Freedom, three accelerometers and
three gyroscopes for better closed-loop (PID) control while operating the ROV at depth. The
pressure sensor uses a three-wire interface to the Arduino MEGA and can measure 0-14 bar
absolute pressure.
For speed control, our ROV utilizes two dual-channel Sabertooth speed controllers. Each
channel of a Sabertooth speed controller is capable of peak output current of 15 amps and a normal
output current of 10 amps from 6 to 25 VDC. Each Sabertooth speed controller is protected with a
20-amp fuse. Two signal lines pass from each speed controller to the Arduino MEGA
microcontroller. For single direction speed control, the ROV utilizes a 30 amp brushed speed
controller from TURINGY industries. The TURINGY speed controller receives a single signal line
directly from the Arduino MEGA.
A BuckPuck constant current driver powers the three Luxeon Star LED arrays in parallel
while receiving a signal for the current level via a signal line from the Arduino MEGA. For a full
schematic, view Appendix D.
For safety reasons, the power connectors are interlocking Anderson Powerpoles and each
voltage wire can only connect with a correspondingly correct voltage. ROV subsystems are
individually fused to protect components from damage. For a full list view the ROV Wiring
Diagram in Appendix B.

4.2 Software
The ROV control system is composed of 3 parts: an Arduino microcontroller, a backend
Java program, and front end GUI design. The entire robot can be controlled using a Microsoft
XBOX360 controller. Most of the control system is designed in Java except for the microcontroller
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programming which uses the Arduino programming language, based on C/C++. Video from the
robot is displayed using VLC, an open source video program.
4.2.1 Front-End GUI
The front end GUI design is developed using the Java Swing libraries. The main
components of the GUI are sensor displays in both text labels and graphical representations. The
GUI is designed to resemble the HUD of a Raptor fighter jet. There is a depth meter to the side that
can double as an altimeter, depending on what hardware is being controlled. The slider can display
any values needed, adapting and changing the displayed range as needed as the values increase or
decrease. This removes the need to create a static meter that has to plot all possible values. A
numerical value is displayed under the slider for quick and easy reading. On the top middle area of
the GUI there is a compass heading which can display a full 360 degree rotation. In the middle of
the GUI, we have the artificial horizon. This allows us to view how the robot is oriented. It has a
degree display that shows the pitch of the robot and also contains lines which rotate according to the
robot’s tilt. This is done to let the driver know whether the robot needs to be adjusted and how
much the adjustments were changed. The upper right hand corner contains a timer, which can be
configured to count up or down as for a given mission. In the middle left hand area we have put a
XBOX360 controller. This allows the team to see what buttons are pressed at any given time. Under
the controller display there is a joystick pressure meter. This shows the team how much pressure
each joystick on the controller is receiving. The last area is the bottom left hand corner, which
contains text labels that display all of the current sensor readings.
Along with the front end GUI we also use the free, open-source program VLC. This
program is a video program that allows us to interface with the cameras and display the camera feed
as well as record. The actual front-end GUI program has a transparent background, and is set to
always display on top of other running programs, so that it can be overlaid over the video feed.
This can be seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Front end GUI
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4.2.2 Back-end
The back end is split into two separate components, the joystick polling program and the
serial communication. These two programs are dependent on each other and run on the same thread.
This was done because all of the functions are controlled from the joystick. If the joystick does not
function, then we cannot control the robot and serial communication should not be open. However,
the GUI can function independently of these but will not be able to receive data values or updates.
The joystick polling program continuously checks if any actions have occurred at the
XBOX360 controller. When it detects a change, the appropriate command is sent down through the
serial communication, and a signal is sent to the GUI to display the change on the XBOX controller
overlay or the joystick pressure bars. A button or joystick cue triggers single-byte commands
sometimes followed by additional values for thruster and motor speeds. These commands are then
interpreted at the microcontroller to make the proper adjustments.
The serial communication is the link between the Arduino microcontroller and the base
station. Serial communication is set to open every time the polling program writes serial bytes
down to the Arduino or the Arduino sends data up to the base station. When the Arduino sends
sensor data up the serial code calls the necessary functions that allows the GUI to update the GUI
data. These receive functions are only open when the serial detects incoming information.
4.2.3 Arduino Microcontroller
The Arduino microcontroller uses the serial line to communicate with the Java base station
program. The microcontroller interprets the byte data that the controller sends down and controls
the robot’s functionality. The commands either send robot motor control or other attachment needs.
The Arduino is capable of interpreting high-level commands from surface-side software, such as
throttle, turn rate, dive rate, and more and sets the thrusters accordingly. This allows the surfaceside software to be completely independent of the exact hardware of the robot. The microcontroller
also sends up the raw data information from the sensors, converts it into calibrated units, and
displays it at base station to allow the users to view. Additionally, the Arduino is capable of sending
some error codes and acts as an additional safety measure by shutting down if it loses serial
connection.

3.3 Manipulators
Manipulators are the lynch-pin of accomplishing a task. As such, the Mechanical Team
needed to design and fabricate an array of specific and custom manipulators to meet the many
challenges. NASA Space Grant Robotics Team is always seeking the best methods to create
excellent robots so the Mechanical Team adopted the following rationale for the basic design of
each manipulator that the respective sub-teams would prescribe to: simple, modular, appropriate. To
elaborate, 'simple' means a design without extraneous parts, to save on weight, space, cost, and
construction time. 'Modular' means that it has appropriate dimensions and can be put on the frame
of the robot wherever necessary to ensure the versatility of the manipulator. 'Appropriate' means the
manipulator will successfully and repeatedly perform each task required of it. Beyond these basic
goals, the team desired a strong sense of individual involvement in projects that would show each
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team member’s creativity in the custom design of each part. The team chose to always use new
parts and to not be mired down by the limitations of pre-made components, essentially to try
something new so that the team’s skills and ideas could be continuously evolving. This resulted in a
number of unique designs and materials for solutions. Once designs were accepted by the group
leads, the purchase of materials was approved and the lab space was prepared for the fabrication of
prototypes and testing. Once those were complete the team modified and re-tested the prototypes for
final construction. Following are specifics for each manipulator, describing their task to accomplish,
their design, rationale, fabrication process, troubleshooting, and implementation.
3.3.1 Pipe Cutting and Removal Tools

A key capability for the robot is the ability to sever the connection to and remove a broken
piping manifold from a rigged system. This process requires cutting a pipe by removing a Velcro
strap binding the broken piping and the rest of the system, followed by removing the broken
components so as not to pollute the sea floor and allow better access to the broken pipes. In order to
accomplish this, two separate hooks will be utilized. The two hook systems consist of one statically
connected to the main ROV frame, and a removable hook fastened to a surface tether.
Preliminary designs for this device transitioned from a static, curved hook similar to wallmounting hooks used to hang various items in a home to a geared, motor-driven vice and finally to a
simplified pulley actuating a large carabiner. Initially a static hook, not fully enclosed, was to be
employed in manipulating the pipes, but this brought about issues with dynamics. If the robot was
to move too sharply, or in a direction that would let the pipe slag off of the hook, it would cost time
to the overall mission. A static hook offered no assurances that the robot would be capable of
maneuvering in as stable a manner as needed. The second proposed solution consisted of an
aluminum vice, though not a full encompassing clamp like those used to machine, but rather a
compressed enclosure which would form a loop. The two vice components were to be fitted
together, one within a channel cut in the other, and system was to be driven by a small motor. The
greatest hindrance of this proposed idea was the strength of the enclosure driven by the gears. This
idea proved unstable in the consistency of force provided by the driven gears, and generated
unnecessary complexity for such a simple problem.
The final design was reduced to simple, spring closing carabiners. A large carabiner has
been statically fixed to the ROV on an extended aluminum plate. The carabiner has had a 2.5
centimeter length channel cut at the base with a depth of 0.5 centimeters, and joined to the plate by
a weld. The lock of the carabiner has been actuated to provide the stability so prominent in
controlling the mission props. This actuation is achieved by tethering the carabiner lock, over a
small spindle used to properly direct the tether, to a winch system created out of a bilge pump, an
aluminum rod, and string. This control system gives the ROV the capability of holding onto any
component needed, whether removing from the broken pipe rigging, or translating an additional
pipe across the mission area. This design can be found in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Final Motorized Arm Assembly
The second hook mentioned will be used to bring the damaged piping to the surface for
recovery. This hook is a smaller carabiner affixed to the static claw, but removable due to a Velcro
connection at the base instead of a weld. This claw is to be connected before cutting away the pipe.
Once the carabiner is connected to the pipe, the ROV can pull away leaving the carabiner with a
rope attached to it that runs up to the surface still attached to the pipe. Then, once the motorized
claw cuts the pipe, the rope can be used to pull the pipe away and provide easier access to cap the
oil leak.
4.3.2 Water Sample Collection Tool

The robot also features a tool designed to collect an oil sample at depth. Because the ROV
is underwater, great care must be taken to ensure that the sample is collected in such a way that it
will not be diluted during its transit to the surface for testing. Thus, our solution is to collect the
sample using a remotely actuated syringe. Here, we have connected two syringes that are both
actuated by a lead screw, which in turn, is driven by a waterproof bilge pump motor. A model of
this tool can be seen in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Model of water sample collection tool
In order to collect a water sample underwater and keep it separate from the surroundings so
that it will not dilute, we utilized a syringe. This simple device allows for the holding and isolation
of precise volumes of a fluid. Because of the given sample size requirements and the limits on
standard sized syringes; a dual syringe system was utilized with two 60 mL syringes. The benefit of
using two syringes is that the tool could easily be adapted to take samples from two different
locations if necessary. In this design, however, vinyl tubing connects the end of the two syringes to
a single point in front of the ROV. This allows the syringe actuation assembly itself to be secured
and protected inside the body of the ROV, with just the tube outside in an easily accessible location.
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The suction created by actuating the syringes will draw the fluid around the tubing tip to move
inside the syringe to be held for later analysis. In this way, the only considerations needed for the
ROV to use this tool is the amount of space to accommodate the extended syringes and a point on
the outside surface to mount an arm that can be guided to the sample collection spot.
Having decided to use two syringes, a method for pulling the plunger part of both syringes
remotely was needed. The option used here is a lead screw, which is a tool that turns rotational
motion into linear motion. Because linear motion was needed to pull the sample syringe, the lead
screw had to be powered by a rotational motion, and the easiest method to achieve this was through
an electric motor. Thus, a waterproof bilge pump motor was attached to the shaft of the lead screw
so that it pulls the syringe plunger.
The advantage of using a lead screw is that it is extremely safe. The only moving part is a
spinning threaded shaft that is not sharp. The cotter pins used to keep the lead screw in place is
contained within the support block between the syringes, away from fingers or the tubing. The
safety of this design is very much related to the simplicity and elegance.
Figure 4.4 provides an image of the constructed water sample collection tool.

Figure 4.4 Water sample collection tool
4.3.3 Oil Spill Cap

Another key feature of the ROV is its ability to stop the flow of a broken oil pipe. To stop
the oil flowing from a pipe, a well cap was machined from an aluminum block. A circular geometry
was chosen due to a geometric similarity to the pipe (refer to Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 SolidWorks model of well cap
The material of choice was aluminum due to its resistivity to rust, low density, and its
easiness to machine. The middle section of the well cap will be used to plug the flow by fitting
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snugly into the pipe. To prevent the flow from forcing the cap out of the pipe, the cap has to be at a
minimum mass. The mass of the cap was calculated using equation 1.
(1)
where FB is the buoyant force, Fwp is the force from the water pressure, and W is the weight.
Using eq.1, equation 2 presents another representation of the forces.
(2)

From equation 2, it was determined that the well cap should have a mass of at least 0.7 kg. To attach
the well cap to the ROV, a system had to be designed so that the well cap could be released
accurately into the pipe. This issue presented a challenge due to the fact that placing the cap on the
ROV directly affected the placement of the cameras and buoyancy control of frame design.
Therefore, cooperation across many different sub-teams was necessary. It was decided to place the
cap under the ROV, specifically in the middle of the frame to keep the ROV balanced. A camera
and a light will be placed on the side of the frame with the cap in the camera’s field of vision. There
were several designs proposed to attach the cap to the frame. One design was to attach a clamp to
the frame and have the clamp release the cap via a mechanism utilizing two bilge pumps. The other
design was to have an electromagnetic device attached to the frame. This would include a simple
device consisting of a motor, bent shaft, and neodymium magnets. Once the cap is accurately placed
in the pipe, the motor would just be run to pull the magnets away from those attached to the cap,
effectively releasing the cap and leaving no wire attachments.
4.3.4 Biological Sample Collection Tool

The collection of biological samples requires a tool that is able to grip oddly shaped
organisms and keep them intact. The team initially pursued a universal gripper tool inspired by
Cornell's universal robotic gripper [1] that is able to grab most objects while underwater. The
Cornell version operates by using coffee grounds inside a deformable rubber pouch [1]. Once the
pouch is in place, a vacuum pump removes air from the pouch and the coffee grounds lock around
the object. The first iteration of the team’s universal gripper included a balloon to replace the rubber
pouch, which was filled with water-proof sand, and a bilge pump to emulate the vacuum. The sand
needed to be hydrophobic to prevent clumping underwater. All of the tests for the Universal Gripper
were carried out in a small tank of water and a pencil, or rod of similar diameter, was used to test
the grip. However, it was found that this iteration had several problems including the sand being too
heavy causing the pouch to distend in such a way that gripping was impossible, the pantyhose filter
being insufficient to prevent some of the smaller sand particles from escaping the gripping area, and
an insufficient amount of water inside the pouch when it was submerged to deform the sand enough
to lift objects underwater.
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To solve these problems, the second iteration employed a nylon bag instead of a balloon to
allow more water to permeate the pouch but also not allow the gripping particles out and Styrofoam
pellets as the new gripping medium to fix the problem with the filter and the weight. This version
performed, but not well enough to be a feasible option as a competition level manipulator. The
second version’s major drawbacks came from the Styrofoam, which had the opposite problem the
sand had, and ended up being too light to grip. The Styrofoam was also bereft of the internal
clumping features the sand and coffee have that enables them to grip.
The final iteration the Universal Gripper went back to using sand as the gripping particle,
although it was sifted to keep only the lightest particles. It was also decided to use a non-permeable
pouch again, so a condom was selected for its better area, durability, and ease of fitting to the pump
housing, which was a minor difficulty encountered with the balloon. The third iteration still lacked
the gripping power desired for the biological sample and it was decided that we would use a simple
robotic pincher instead of the Universal Gripper.
The robotic pincher is made of two custom designed plates to mimic the human pinching
behavior to carefully collect a biological sample. The plates are attached to a threaded rod assembly
that is driven by a bilge pump. The rod allows the plates to open and close giving the desired
pinching effect. The shape of the plates was decided by testing the most effective grip on the 'sea
creatures' with the human hand. Figure 4.6 shows the biological sample collection tool.

Figure 4.6 Biological Sample collection tool

4.4 Thrusters
Fundamental to any ROV is the propulsion system. In years past, our group has utilized five
Seabotix thrusters to provide controlled full pitch, yaw, and translational movement in all
directions. While these thrusters performed quite well, the costs associated with them along with
increasingly more frequent breakdowns of their various components led the team to pursue
alternative options. In years past, the team’s customized thruster designs essentially consisted of a
motor, rotating shaft, propeller, housing, propeller casing, and a rotating shaft seal of some sort.
Despite the team’s best efforts, the shaft seal always proved inadequate at depth. These seals
ranged from combinations of o-rings, pressure fittings, rotating seals, as well as various oils and
absorption mechanism designs. The goal this year was then to eliminate the rotating shaft entirely
and thereby eliminate the need for a mechanism to seal the shaft. Figure 4.7 shows an image of the
proposed electromagnetic thruster. The thruster utilizes dual rings of neodymium magnets; one
inside the housing attached to the motor shaft and the other ring outside the housing attached to the
propellers. In this way, when power is applied to the motor the magnets on the inside can rotate and
cause the magnets on the outside to spin the propeller blades to produce thrust. In addition to the
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standard motor and propeller this thruster also included a speed controller and optical encoder to
improve the accuracy and understanding of propeller movement.

Figure 4.7 Photo of electromagnetic thruster design
Because of the nature of the design, much testing that needed to be done with an emphasis
on determining the amount of current the thruster would draw. Because there is no direct
connection between the motor shaft and the propeller, there was much concern over slippage
particularly in response to rapid direction changes. During the first test, which consisted of
connecting the motor and speed controller to an arduino and power source and alternating the
direction of the propeller every 15 seconds, the speed controller began to spark and promptly
shorted out. It is important to note that this test was conducted in air and without the propeller
blades attached to the propeller ring and therefore should have represented the minimal friction
conditions. The testing configuration is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Testing configuration for thruster
It was found that the magnets produced a large amount of friction and drag, which resulted
in a very high current draw. In response to this finding, the team expanded the inside of the thruster
housing and added a bearing at the opposite end of the magnets to help reduce any axial loading.
These changes greatly reduced the amount of current drawn by the thrusters. Upon re-testing, it was
found that the reduction in friction resulted in a very large increase in speed. This resulted in the
magnets tearing away from the propeller ring and shooting out of the test environment when the
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propeller rapidly switched directions. The way in which the magnets attach to the propeller ring
was improved and during the third test the propeller performed well. However, at this point it was
well into the semester and the decision was made to pursue a more simplified design for this year.
Through the design and production of the electromagnetic thruster, a simplified thruster
design was developed. The same brushless motors can be used underwater without a housing and
connected directly to the propeller. The same propeller casing that was to be used on the
electromagnetic thruster can also be used on this simplified thruster, but, instead of attaching the
casing to the housing, the casing was attached directly to a mounting bracket on the motor. This
setup can be seen in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 Final thruster design
This design is much simpler to construct and utilizes off-the-shelf propellers making it
quicker to manufacture as well. It also produces a comparable amount of thrust to the Seaboxtix
thrusters as well as a low current draw (<2.5A). However, the motors cannot consistently be used
underwater without significantly decrease their overall lifespan and so, while this design
accomplishes what is desired, there is still plenty of room for improvement next year.

4.5 Frame
The frame was designed and built with simplicity in mind. Its elementary shape allows for
easy access to all mounted manipulators and provides ample room for placing components. The
frame is constructed from standard aluminum angle in 1ft, 2ft, 8in, and 4.5in segments. It is
complied into a rectangular box. The model for the frame is given in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 ROV Frame
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4.6 Cameras
The camera subsystem for the ROV consists of four independently controllable pan/tilt
units. These cameras will be mounted so that any manipulator on the frame will have the ability to
have at least two, if not more, cameras on it. The camera assemblies are housed in a three-inch
diameter polycarbonate tube measuring approximately .1524 meters in length. Figure 4.12 shows
the model of the pan-tilt camera assembly. The pan and tilt degrees of freedom are controlled by
two micro-servos powered by a 6-volt regulator from the 12-volt source of the main control system.
The first version as seen in Figure 4.12 of the design was made from thick cardboard, laser-etched
from facilities at ASU. The newly cut pieces were assembled using hot-glue; the back plate for the
camera mounting was made from 3.175 mm polycarbonate plastic sheet with bent edges using a
heat gun.

Figure 4.12: Model of pan/tilt assembly

Figure 4.11: Laser-etched first design

After assembly and testing of the first design the team found that the tolerances were too
close to properly allow the camera module to tilt inside the brackets. The bracket was redesigned
with larger tolerances and made from aluminum instead of cardboard. The team bent aluminum to
shape in the student machine shop at ASU to construct the second version of the pan/tilt mount seen
in Figure 4.13. The aluminum assembly can accommodate camera boards as large as 38.1 mm x
38.1mm, within the three-inch polycarbonate tube. A camera assembly is shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.13 Aluminum Pan/Tilt mount

Figure 4.14 Assembled Camera
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4.7 Control Housing
Without electronics, a robot is nothing but a bunch of nuts and bolts, and without the correct
waterproofed housing, the electronics are incapacitated and useless. Therefore, waterproofing is an
integral part of the robot building process. From past experiences, we found that it is extremely
difficult to seal a box due to pressure points created when bolts are tightened unevenly. This year,
we wanted to create a polycarbonate cylindrical housing. Polycarbonate has the advantage of being
transparent so also is an additional option for camera placement. Polycarbonate is easier to machine
and work with, strong, and can withstand a large amount of pressure, useful for deep underwater
dives.

Figure 4.15 Camera housing design model.

Figure 4.16 Cylindrical housing concept
for electronics.

Figurea4.17
The advantage of the cylindrical shape is to have
more custom fit for the electronics,
eliminating the potential for excess air to create too much buoyancy. To seal the cylindrical
polycarbonate, we machined two custom aluminum end caps, each with two O-rings, for a double
seal. One of the end caps has six holes cut into it for waterproof connectors.
In addition, we will have a total of four external camera enclosures designed in the same
fashion, each with one aluminum end cap and one acrylic end cap. These will also use O-rings as
the main component to seal the container. We decided to use O-rings as the sealant because they
provide a uniform pressure against the container wall. To determine the groove size for the O-ring,
we found that the width of it should be 120% of the thickness of the O-ring, and the depth should be
90%. This size allows for the O-ring to compress and flatten out inside of the grove.
After an initial mockup of this design was made, the housing was tested in an eight-foot
deep pool for 30 minutes. Following the successful testing, the final construction started for the
housing on the robot.
One problem we encountered during our testing was how to remove the end caps once there
are in place. Speed is an issue during the competition and the high pressure seal was difficult to
adjust. To solve this, we decided to weld on handles on each of the aluminum end caps to give us
more leverage to pull the cap off.
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5. Challenges
The group faced two main challenges in completing our project and operating as a team. The
first main challenge involved allotting time to work on the project while working on other
commitments (such as classes and other projects.) Our team was heavily involved with a project
known as ROAR (Robot On A Rocket) during the first few months of the 2011 year. This resulted
in a need to shift the allocation of resources between the project and was usually determined based
on the order of the due date for each task. Since the ROAR needed to be completed in April while
the MATE ROV did not need to be completed until May, priority was placed on ROAR until the
commitment was fulfilled. This severely hindered the progress on the ROV. However, as ROAR
was a fully customized robot and provided a very unique learning experience for the team. It also
vastly improved our teams’ ability to generate designs that are more easily constructed. After the
completion of ROAR, our attention was fully focused on the completion of the project for MATE.
The second main challenge focuses around the operation and organization of the team. The
team President received an internship at Johnson Space Center working on Robonaut 2, which
resulted in her being away from the company during the period from mid-January to mid-May.
Responsibility of the team was divided between the company's Vice President, the Treasurer, and
the Chief Engineer. The plan for completing the project for MATE was never used, and the
company basically ran on stand-by mode during the President’s absence. Therefore, each group had
to manage themselves. In managing themselves, team members learned an important set of skills
that will be valuable in their future endeavors. The return of the president renewed a sense of
teamwork and she wasted no time in developing a plan for completing the MATE project on time.

6. Lesson Learned
Anthony Hallas

During my first year with ASU’s NASA Space Grant Robotics Team I learned the important
skill of machining your own parts. During my previous high school experiences, we always relied
on parts that were already made, and because of that, we were always very limited on the resources
available and what we could accomplish with them. This year, a lot of new doors were opened with
such places, such as the Student Machine Shop, that is located on our campus. With the proper
training we are free to machine anything we need. With resources like this, I am not limited to use
object that we have, but now it is possible to make specific pieces that fit and work exactly how I
need them to.
Luan Trihn

Today engineering industry practices a standard development process known as Integrated
Product Development & Support (IPDS). In particular, this implies that involved stakeholders such
as marketing, engineering, and manufacturing all take part in the development of the product. IPDS
consisted of 6 phases that span the production lifetime of an item, from pre-concept to fabrication,
and delivery. This concept was taught to me in the Engineering Profession course at ASU;
unfortunately, I never had a chance to utilize this knowledge. When I joined Space Grant Robotics,
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I have the fortune to work on an ROV (Remotely Operated Underwater Vehicle) for competition.
This represents the perfect opportunity for me to put this process into application. In this case, the
need to manufacture an item for the customer is replaced by the competition requirements.
Specifically, the design, manufacturing, and testing of a component of the robot must be
accomplished solely by an individual in the club such as me. One benefit that I gained from IPDS is
the simplification in tasks breakdown. I follow a systematic way to achieve the goal of developing a
working product (see Figure 6.1). Each phase along the way has an exit criteria, or condition, that
must be met by me in order to proceed to the next phase. For example, the construction of a device
to winch went through 4 different concepts before a final one is chosen. This is because while a
preliminary idea sounds viable, it must perform the correct function and it must be practicable to
fabricate before actual manufacturing is started. As a result of this, I was able to reduce the time for
concept revision. Furthermore, another benefit is the development of professional relationship
between me and the group leader. During the development process, I worked closely with the group
leader to ensure that the concept is feasible and can be integrated to the entire system. This is the
same way that is practiced in industry, where technical manager oversees a large group of engineers
doing different things. The third benefit is the experience gained from this exposure. Through this, I
became more familiar with industry practices and am more prepared upon graduation to enter the
field.

Figure 6.1 Procedure of Mechanical Design

Figure 6.2 Luan Trinh tests and
early concept for a winch

7. Future Improvements
This year the team made several advances in terms of mechanical design and programming
developments. Nevertheless, the team always finds new ways to push the limits and strive for
greater improvements. The goals for next year are to finish the development of the ElectroMagnetic Thrusters, something never before tried. The water proofing team has the intent to design
and manufacture underwater connectors that will also advance the customization of the electronics
and provide a deeper insight on seals. The search to perfect buoyancy control still continues and the
team plans on researching a proper ballast system. The programming team will strive to reach for a
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fully autonomous ROV as well as an advanced control system with semi-autonomous properties
such as depth control and directional headings. Overall the team plans to continue significant
outreach activities in the community, and develop strong leadership skills in its members so the
team can move forward as a whole.

8. Reflections on the experience

Figure 8.1 Philip Burbank working in
ASU Machine Shop

ASU's NASA Space Grant Robotics has afforded me
much experience in my work for MATE's ROV
competition. I have been tasked with design elements
for specific tasks, which have thus been modified to
work for many purposes, as a versatile tool for the team.
Robotics has given me experience, through use of the
student machine shop, in the composition, design, and
production of parts that help culminate in our finished
product. My time with Robotics in working towards the
MATE competition has been challenging, entertaining,
and enriching.
-Philip Burbank

Throughout the year there were problems regarding equipment failure, personnel, and time
restraints. From these challenges all team members have learned how to take initiative and the
importance of completing their responsibilities in a timely fashion. We learned a lot about the
significance of communication and have gained a deeper understanding of patience and team work.
-Emily McBryan
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Appendix A – High-Level Systems Diagram
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Appendix B – Low-Level Wiring Diagram
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Appendix C – Software Flow Chart
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Appendix D - Arduino MEGA Custom Controller Schematic
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Appendix E – Gantt Chart
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